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Abstract—Providing ubiquitous connectivity to the passengers of public transportation vehicles is an important goal of the communication system designers in the context of fast development of the intelligent transportation systems and of the Future Internet communication technologies. This paper proposes the architecture of a connectivity system for public transportation communication services, the architecture design being considered on three distinct levels: system, functional and platform level. The proposed system architecture specifies a minimal set of entities required to implement the envisaged connectivity solution and based on a functional analysis the subsystems and modules are derived. By mapping the functional architecture on the hardware components intended to be used the platform architecture is developed. The paper proposes also the design of the mechanisms which implement the inter-process communications, perform the acquisition and handling of the context information and implement a distributed information system characterizing the heterogeneous networking environment. For other mechanisms, like decision and mobility management, the design principles are described. In order to validate the proposed architecture design and to check the correct functioning of the various subsystems and modules a few experimental tests are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The users of Next Generation Networks (NGN) have to be Always Best Connected with the best possible quality anywhere and anytime using different access technologies. In order to satisfy this requirement NGNs have to make use of multiple broadband technologies and have to support generalized mobility.

An important characteristic of the NGNs will be the integration of heterogeneous access technologies in order to increase the system efficiency and improve the users experience. However, achieving seamless service continuity in heterogeneous networks is not yet a completely solved task [1].

To provide ubiquitous connectivity in a heterogeneous wireless network new architecture elements have to be defined. The solution has to fulfill strict Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Coordination and interoperability between the networks to which the mobile device is connected are required.

In [2] a new architecture integrating different access technologies into an IP core infrastructure based heterogeneous network is proposed. A network selection scheme that takes into account the resource usage and the QoS requirements is also proposed in [2]. A similar architecture is presented in [3], but the network selection problem is considered only for IEEE 802.11a/g and WiMAX networks. An UMTS/WiMAX interworking architecture based on 3GPP standards is proposed in [4].

The challenges related to the inter-working and handover management architecture for WLAN/UMTS systems are identified in [5]. A policy based architecture for multi-service vertical handover is proposed in [6]. The authors in [7] propose a cross-layer architecture which provides handover and mobility control in a WWAN/WLAN environment.

A survey of emerging protocols and architectures aiming to support inter-system handover can be found in [8]. In that paper an optimized handover framework built around the IEEE 802.21 standard is also presented. Another survey discussing the existing vertical handover methods, requirements and technologies is presented in [9]. In [10] a mobile-assisted vertical handover mechanism which exploits the IEEE 802.21 framework and provides service continuity is proposed. An efficient yet flexible handover decision mechanism based on multiple criteria decision algorithms is proposed in [11].

Several international research projects and initiatives are also dedicated to the development of communications technologies intended for heterogeneous networks. The HURRICANE project [12] investigated the optimized handover operation performed between two cooperative RATs (Radio Access Technology). The SMART-Net project [13] aims at developing heterogeneous access network solutions which incorporate smart antennas and offer advanced wireless broadband solutions. The WWRF Initiative (Wireless World Research Forum) [14] studies algorithms and mechanisms dealing with ubiquitous connectivity and service continuity in heterogeneous wireless networks.

The UCONNECT [15] project develops an architecture provisioning ubiquitous connectivity for public transportation communication services.

In this paper we propose the architecture of a system capable to offer ubiquitous connectivity over open coupled heterogeneous networks for the passengers of public transportation vehicles. The architectural design of this system is done at system, functional and platform level. The functional architectures of the entities are developed based on the analysis of the operations which have to be performed by the connectivity system. The platform architecture is derived based on the projection of the functional architecture on the hardware foreseen to be used.

The issue of subsystems and functional modules integration is also considered and a dedicated interoperability mechanism is proposed. This mechanism allows easy upgrading of the con-
nectivity platform. The design and implementation principles of the main mechanisms are also discussed within the paper.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II proposes the system architecture providing ubiquitous connectivity for the passengers of the public transport. Section III presents the functional architecture of the connectivity system and the integration issue of the software modules composing this architecture. Section IV discusses the platform architecture of the connectivity system and the seamless connectivity provisioning while Section VI presents several experimental tests performed to validate the proposed platform architecture. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The design of the system architecture has followed the principles used in designing the architecture of NGN wireless networks, like the LTE-SAE networks. Shortly these principles are [16] [17]: flat architecture with a reduced set of entities, high level of scalability, simple QoS model, efficient usage of the radio resources, cost efficient deployment.

The system architecture presented in Figure 1 is composed of three main entities: the Smart Mobile Router (SMR), the Service Continuity Gateway (SCG) and the Ubiquitous Connectivity Support Server (UCSS). The last two entities form the Application Server Platform (ASP) which is a fixed infrastructure offering support for the implementation of the ubiquitous connectivity system. Open coupling between the networks composing the heterogeneous networking environment is considered, which allows fast and cost effective deployment.

The SMR installed in the public transportation vehicle offers Internet access to the devices located in the vehicle. The WLAN access allows the passengers of the vehicle to connect to the SMR and further on to the Internet. Access control and authentication functions are integrated into the SMR. The SMR is equipped with several wireless interfaces being capable of connecting in the same time to several wireless networks in order to make use of the transmission resources offered by all these networks and to implement the ubiquitous connectivity concept.

Fig. 1. System architecture.

The SMR integrates the intelligence necessary for selecting the target network for handover and load balancing operations, i.e. for switching the service flows on the IP tunnels instantiated in different wireless networks in the condition of fulfilling the QoS requirements of the services. The SMR has also integrated the capabilities for acquiring, measuring and processing the network and service flow parameters and for reporting this information to the central database.

The ASP assists the SMRs in providing ubiquitous connectivity and load balancing over several wireless networks using the same or different transmission technologies. The UCSS entity gathers, processes and stores the context information (CI) received from the SMRs. The information stored in the central database, accessible for all SMRs, allows each SMR to have a global picture on the networking environment. Based on this information each SMR will be able to take better, i.e. more efficient, handover and load balancing decisions. Distribution of the centralized and processed context information to the SMRs is controlled also by UCSS, by using protocols which communicate continuously with the SMRs. The intelligence incorporated in the SMR also allows the execution of the handover and load balancing operations based only on local measurements if the UCSS cannot offer the context information.

The ASP also implements the service continuity by managing and switching the IP tunnels opened by the SMRs. The SCG entity is working closely with the SMRs and assists these entities in offering ubiquitous connectivity in a heterogeneous wireless network. A second role of the SCG consists in assisting the SMRs in performing active measurements of some parameters like available transfer rate (ATR), delay, latency, etc. Some measurements of the service flow parameters could be performed also by the SCG entity.

The proposed system architecture allows to combine into one single process the handover and load balancing operations in heterogeneous networks owned by the same or different operators and using the same or different wireless access technologies. This leads to a better connectivity and implicitly an improved user experience in a vehicular scenario.

III. FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE

Based on the analysis of technical and non-technical requirements which have to be fulfilled by the SMR in order to
provide seamless connectivity to the passengers of the public transport two high level sets can be identified:

- Functional requirements: connectivity and mobility, interoperability, security, authentication and accounting, scalability, portability.
- Non-functional requirements: health effects, usability.

In order to fulfill the enumerated functional requirements, the architecture depicted in Figure 2 is proposed for the SMR, called hereafter functional architecture. The subsystems of this architecture can be organized into seven categories as follows: decision, execution, operation support, data storage, communication, authentication and configuration subsystems. Each of these subsystems includes one or several functional modules and sub-modules.

The decision entity of the functional architecture is the Handover and Load Balancing Manager Subsystem which includes the Handover (HO) Decision Module and the Load Balancing (LB) Decision Module. The first one controls the vertical handover process between different wireless technologies. It decides about the handover initiation moment and selects the target network. The second module controls the load balancing operations in heterogeneous wireless networks, having as target the increase of the wireless resources usage efficiency and the user satisfaction. This module selects the networks which are involved in load balancing and identifies the data flows that have to be sent to each network. The HO and the LB Decision modules are inter-related, the load balancing operations representing a particular case of handover, when only some data flows are handed over from one network to another and not the entire aggregated flow. The HO and LB decision modules use as input the acquired network state information (NSI) and traffic related information.

The execution entity is the Connection and Mobility Manager (CMM) Subsystem, which performs the handover and load balancing operations by rerouting data flows from one operator/wireless interface to another one. This subsystem is represented by the Handover and Load Balancing Execution Module and the NAT Control Module (NAT-CM). The first module selects and switches data flows between IP tunnels using various wireless Internet Service Providers (ISP), based on the commands issued by the HO & LB Manager Subsystems. The second module is in charge with creating new logical IP tunnels using available operators as carriers. This action supposes that a set of signaling messages has to be exchanged between the SMR and the SCG.

The operation support entity is the Context Information Manager Subsystem, which includes all the modules which are dealing with the acquisition of the network state and service related information and the storage of this data. The communication entity is the Information Forwarding Subsystem, which acts as a communication switch and allows the modularization of the SMR architecture and an easy integration of subsystems performing different operations.

The configuration entity is the Configuration Interface Subsystem, which allows the system administrator to specify the policies controlling the HO and LB operations and the QoS requirements of the services offered to the passengers of the bus. The data storage entity is the Local Database (LD) Subsystem which has the role of storing the NSI and service related information acquired by local measurements, as well as the communication context information downloaded from the Central Database (CD) Subsystem.

![Fig. 2. Functional architecture of the SMR.](image-url)

The Authentication Subsystem allows the SMR to get authenticated and authorized in different operator’s networks which are used to connect to the Internet. As such, it implements the authentication clients needed for every envisaged type of network (2G/3G/4G/WiFi).

The functional architecture of the SCG is similar to that of the SMR’s architecture, the main differences consisting in the lack of the HO & LB Manager Subsystem and of the Authentication Subsystem. No decision is taken by the SCG concerning the HO and LB operations and the Context Information Manager Subsystem has a simplified structure, it only offering support to the SMR in performing active measurements.

The functional architecture of the UCSS has a simpler structure and includes only the Context Information Manager Subsystem and the Authentication Subsystem. This entity has only two roles: to authenticate the SMRs and the users of the SMRs and to offer support for the SMRs in their routing decisions, but this decisions also can be taken without the intervention of the UCSS.

IV. PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE

A. Smart Mobile Router Platform Architecture

The SMR can be implemented on an embedded microcomputer, which has the processing and storage capabilities necessary for performing the operations requested by the ubiquitous connectivity system. The microcomputer must have interfacing capabilities with a high number of wireless network cards as well as low energy consumption. The hardware design of the microcomputer has to provide robustness to mechanical vibrations. The operating system (OS) running on the microcomputer is a minimal Linux OS including only the libraries necessary for the operations performed by the SMR.

The platform architecture is represented by the software architecture of the SMR shown in Figure 3. The software modules are running in the OS user space and are requesting various operations from the OS. The mapping of the SMR’s functional architecture subsystems and modules, see Figure 2, on the software architecture is also presented in Figure 3.

The HO & LB Manager Subsystem, the Connection & Mobility Manager Subsystem, the Authentication Subsystem
and the Configuration Interface Subsystem map on individual software modules. In the case of these subsystems no functional sub-modules exist or if they exist, e.g. the Handover Decision Module and the Load Balancing Decision Module of the HO & LB Manager Subsystem, they are strongly correlated and integrated into a single software module.

Differently from the previously mentioned functional subsystems, the Context Information Manager Subsystem maps on several software modules of the platform architecture. Four monitoring software modules can be identified, which are dedicated to the monitoring of the wireless (WiFi and 2G/3G/4G) interfaces, the GPS receiver and the data flows. Besides these modules a Local Database & Context Information Handler module and a Database module exist.

Each of the network monitoring software modules performs NSI acquisition, network discovery and network resource measurement and estimation. Each of them integrates sub-modules of the Network Information Acquisition & Radio Resource Description functional modules of the Context Information Manager Subsystem. The Velocity & Position Estimation functional sub-module maps on the GPS Module, while the Service Information Acquisition functional module maps on the Traffic Monitoring Module of the software architecture.

The network information handling, the Service Information Handling and the Network State Information Service sub-modules of the Context Information Manager Subsystem are mapped on the Local Database & CI Handler software module of the platform architecture. This software module handles and stores the NSI and traffic information in the Local Database (LD) and controls the information exchange between the LD and the Central Database of the system.

The hardware monitoring module allows the identification of potential operational issues or malfunctioning.

The interaction between the modules is controlled by the Interoperability Module which is the instantiation of the Information Forwarding Subsystem of the functional architecture.

The design of the SMR’s software architecture and the proposed mapping of the functional architecture on the software architecture is based both on functional and non-functional criteria. By identifying the functionality of different software modules a more efficient usage of the hardware resources is possible. Different priorities and execution time constraints could be identified for software modules executing different tasks. The monitoring modules have to be able to quickly detect any changes in the network state or in the functioning of the hardware. The software modules implementing the routing operations in heterogeneous networks have to react promptly to the commands generated by the decision blocks in order to avoid supplementary delays of the data packets or packet losses due to the handover operation. The software modules implementing decision operations have to be proactive, i.e. capable of predicting changes in the network or system state what makes them less time dependent. The same is the situation with the software modules performing the context information handling and storage, these operations having less stringent time constraints.

The non-functional criteria are related to the portability of the SMR platform. The software modules performing decision and context information handling are independent of the OS and the hardware used. The modules performing the routing depend on the OS while the modules performing monitoring operations depend both on the OS and the hardware used.

B. Service Continuity Gateway Platform Architecture

The SCG is implemented on a high performance computer, which has the processing and storage capabilities necessary for ensuring the service continuity to a large number of SMRs moving in a heterogeneous networking environment and performing HO and LB operations. The SCG is connected to the Internet through several Gigabit Ethernet links.

The platform architecture of the SCG, presented in Figure 4, includes the following software modules:

- The Connectivity Manager Module which implements the routing operation necessary to maintain the connectivity when the traffic is switched from one wireless connection to another. It is controlled by the SMR.
- The WiFi and the 2G/3G/4G Measurement modules which works together with the WiFi and 2G/3G/4G Monitoring modules of the SMR in order to perform active measurements of the wireless links parameters.
- The GPS Module used for synchronization purposes.
- The Hardware Monitoring Module which performs monitoring of the SCG hardware functioning.
- The Interoperability Module which implements the communication between local and remote modules.

In what concerns the mapping of the SCG’s functional architecture on the software architecture we have a situation similar to that of the SMR.

C. Ubiquitous Connectivity Support Server Platform Architecture

The platform architecture of the UCSS is presented in Figure 5, and it includes besides the Interoperability Module the following modules:
• The Central Database and CI Handler Module which implement the protocols used to gather the information from the SMRs and to distribute this centralized information to all SMRs which need it.
• The Central Database (CD) which stores the CI acquired from all SMRs.
• The Authentication Module which represents an Extended - Radius Server. This Radius Server is in charge of maintaining the whole authentication system for users public access, as well as the accounting necessary for SMRs to be controlled on their foreign access to different operator’s networks.

D. Software Modules Integration

The principles of the proposed integration methodology are the following:
• Identify the software modules which run distinctive processes.
• Identify the interaction between the software modules and the data structures exchanged.
• Define and develop a flexible and reliable inter-module communication mechanism, capable to implement data communication between modules running both on local and remote machines or devices.
• The rules governing the data exchange between the local and remote modules of the platform are the following:
  • All NSI and traffic monitoring data (i.e. CI data) are stored in the Local Database of the SMR. These data are continuously refreshed by the monitoring processes. The acquired CI data are not sent directly to the decision algorithms, being simplified the communication and the synchronization between the monitoring and decision modules.
  • The Local and the Central Database are exchanging CI based on algorithms implemented by the CI Handler module. The CI exchange takes place in both directions, i.e. each SMR uploads it’s new measurements in the CD and the CI Handler distributes the new CI to all SMRs. This process runs in parallel with the local monitoring and measurement of the NSI and traffic parameters. All CI exchange and acquisition processes are synchronized in order to avoid conflicts in accessing the Local Database.
  • The monitoring modules generate specific triggers which are sent to the HO & LB Manager. In this way the decision algorithms are aware of important events. In such moments the decision algorithms must analyze the new data available in the Local Database and take decisions accordingly.
  • The active measurement modules running on the SMR and SCG are exchanging active probes and the results of these measurement processes are stored in the Local Database of the SMR.
  • The HO & LB Manager takes decisions on the network to be used for each data flow and these decisions are communicated to the Connectivity Manager. The Connectivity Manager maintains the routing of a given flow until this flow exists or the HO & LB Manager does not take another decision.
  • The HO & LB Manager sends to the Network Monitoring Module information concerning the preferred / default networks and the connection setup/release commands based on the analysis of the NSI.
• The modules implementing the Connectivity Manager on the SMR and the SCG are exchanging signaling messages in order to maintain the virtual tunnels over the heterogeneous wireless network and to route each flow on the tunnel decided by the HO & LB Manager.

A map of the data exchange between the local and remote modules is presented in Figure 6, being identified the different types of messages exchanged.

V. MECHANISM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section presents the design and implementation of the main mechanisms integrated in the presented platform architecture, but it is beyond the scope of this paper to go into all the details concerning the design and implementation of particular mechanisms. Only the mechanisms which represent a basic component of the platform will be discussed.

A. The Interoperability Mechanism

This mechanism is needed to permit flexible message exchanging between multiple modules that are working together to achieve the ubiquitous connectivity. As it is depicted in Figure 6 this module forwards messages destined for both local modules connected to it and remote modules connected to a similar Interoperability Module on a different device that has network connectivity. This mechanism allows fully exploiting the modular design of the platform architecture. It also allows replacement or upgrading of the existing mechanisms without being necessary changing the mechanisms which are interacting with the ones being upgraded.

Each software module that needs to communicate with other ones must have a unique ID within the platform. Same software module types that are running on different devices can have the same ID.

After a software module connects to the Interoperability Module, the first step that must be performed is to send its unique ID. From that moment any other module can exchange messages with the current one. Exchanged messages between modules must have the following format:
<dest_IP>,<dest_ID>,<src_IP>,<src_ID>,<Message>

If the message is destined to a local module (running on the same device), the <dest_IP> and <src_IP> fields must have the value: “local”. Otherwise, the values should be set according to specific IP addresses on both source and destination hosts. After receiving a message a confirmation code will be sent back from the Interoperability Module to the source module.
For optimization reasons the Interoperability Module is composed of multiple threads (see Figure 7), each one with its own functionality. For each connected module a dedicated thread (Port Thread) is created in order to handle the communication. Thus, within this thread messages will be received, processed and sent to the corresponding destination. If the received message must be sent to another device on the Internet a Network Send Thread, that connects to the remote Interoperability Module in order to forward the message, will be automatically created. For receiving messages from the Internet the Network Receive Thread, that acts as a TCP server, is enabled. For each connected software module a separate handling thread (Peer Thread) is created only for the time the connection is active. The Menu Thread is responsible with the user interaction.

B. Network State Information and Flow Parameter Acquisition

This mechanism gathers the network and traffic parameters by passive and active monitoring operations, pre-processes this information and finally stores it in the local database of the SMR according to the process flow presented in Figure 8.

The NSI acquired from the wireless interfaces, WiFi and cellular, can be grouped in three main categories: link parameters (e.g. signal strength, SINR, etc.), traffic parameters (e.g. transmitted/received packets, traffic class, etc.) and network parameters (e.g. Service Set Identifier, operator name, etc).

The WiFi networks are used for providing connectivity only if the speed of the vehicle carrying the SMR is smaller than a given threshold (e.g. 2 - 3 m/s) due to the lower coverage...
and slower link adaptation capabilities of these networks. Establishing connectivity with these networks is also a more complex process because a larger and variable number of access points could be available in a given geographical area.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the LD stores practically a coverage map of the geographical areas visited by the SMR.

Monitoring of the WiFi network’s parameters is based on the functions offered by the iw tool integrated in Linux operating system, which is running on the connectivity platform. This tool includes specific commands for monitoring and interacting with the WiFi interfaces. The Linux OS offers also a virtual file system, /proc/net/wireless, which stores several parameters of the active WiFi links. The data stored in this virtual file can be accessed with standard Linux commands. Using a specific set of functions offered by Daemon programs, like the wpa supplicant, represents another alternative.

Monitoring of the cellular interfaces can be achieved by using specific AT commands sent to the interface and by analyzing the standard output replies generated by the OS as a response to these commands. Another solution to monitor the cellular interfaces is the use of the QMI (Qualcomm Mobile Station Modem Interface) protocol which is designed for interfacing between the Mobile Station Modem and the attached Terminal Equipment. The QMI protocol defines multiple services, each action requested from the modem being part of a service.

C. Flow Monitoring and Traffic Analysis Mechanisms

The data traffic which has to be routed through the SMR is first differentiated into individual application flows by a specific mechanism and the parameters of these flows are measured. The main operations performed are the following:

- Flow recognition: An application flow is classified based on the 5-tuplet IP header of each packet arriving at the SMR. The 5-tuplet IP header is built from the following IPv4 fields: IP source address, IP destination address, Layer 4 protocol number, source port and destination port.

- Real-time traffic accounting: Every flow is split into two simplex flows and each direction is registered to a combined byte/packet accounting infrastructure. Both upload and download rates of each flow are computed periodically by reading the per-flow accumulated bytes and the monitoring inter-read duration.

- Flow selection and exporting: The majority of the flows which travel through a router are short-lived, bursty flows (i.e. web traffic, DNS queries, ARP requests etc.). Because the flow recognition method is very accurate, the number of such detected flows grows very fast and in general is very dynamic. While it is perhaps possible to export and use the statistics collected from every such flow, it is more practical to consider only relevant flows for HO & LB decisions. In order to achieve this goal, the bursty and short-lived traffic will be grouped as one single flow (the default flow) and only flows which live longer than a certain minimum amount of time (e.g. a few seconds) and which use a minimum defined quantum of the capacity of the link will be exported as individual flows. This limits the number of the exported flows (and their associated rate statistics) which will be sent to the LD Module. Thus, the Flow Capture & Traffic Analysis module keeps track of every individual flow at a fine-grained level, but it selects only relevant flows to be exported and subsequently used by various policy-based routing algorithms. This process takes place both in uplink and downlink.

- Flow management: If a TCP connection ends or if, for a specific flow, no packets are received for a certain period of time that flow will be deleted automatically from the connection tracking system. The Flow Monitoring Module is able to react instantly to NEW and DELETE flow events and updates the local database flow entries accordingly.

The implementation of the Flow Monitoring and Traffic Analysis Mechanisms is based on the libnetfilter_contrack library. This code is built on top of the Netfilter framework and extends the information provided by the packet header by providing and maintaining a connection state. The latter enables a software application to define intelligent filtering policies which take into account the state of a connection or its related packets. By hooking the Flow Monitoring Module to the connection tracking system, each NEW or DELETE flow event is received in real-time, together with additional relevant information (the 5-tuple IP header, connection state and so on).

Flow accounting (i.e. keeping track of per-flow accumulated bytes and packets) is implemented using the libnetfilter_acct library. The accounting framework works at the kernel level and can register unique flow names as objects associated with bytes and packet counters. Some implementation details of this mechanism are presented in Figure 9.

D. Local and Central Database Update Mechanism

The Ubiquitous Connectivity Support Server has the role of gathering the communication context information from a large number of SMRs. This information is generated in different geographical positions at unsynchronized moments in time and characterizes several wireless networks using different technologies and owned by different operators. The context information exchange process between the SMR and the UCSS is presented in Figure 10 and has 4 main steps, as follows:

Step 1. At the starting point of the route the SMR downloads from the central database the context information (network and traffic parameters) related to the route which will be followed. This information includes the coordinates of the points which are going to be visited, the data about the available operators and different measurement results.

Step 2. The measurement reports generated by the SMR must be centralized on the UCSS. In order to make the signaling operations more efficient and avoid sending continuously management information, the SMR checks if the local measurements are different than the ones stored in the local database and if the difference is above a given threshold. If so, the SMR will send the new data to the UCSS to be stored into the central database.
Step 3. The UCSS analyzes the information received from all the SMRs connected to it. If an important change is detected, which affects some SMRs that are going to visit the affected map positions, updates of that SMRs LD will be performed based on the data stored in the CD.

Step 4. At the end of the route the SMR updates the central database of the system with the results of the measurements performed during its journey.

The parameters of the above presented mechanism for context information exchange have to be tuned to reduce as much as possible the signaling traffic and the usage of the network resources needed to transport the CI data. It has to be underlined that the local - central database updates take place in parallel with the VHO & LB decision process and the previously described phases of this CI management process are initiated by triggers generated by the CI Handler Module.

E. The Decision Mechanism Design

The platform architecture described allows the integration of decision mechanisms having different capabilities, complexities and performances. Depending also on the computation capabilities and available memory of the hardware implementing the SMR the decision mechanisms used can implement only "simple" VHO operations, i.e. selection at a given moment of the best network, or more complex load balancing, i.e. bandwidth aggregation, operations capable to exploit the transmission resources available in a heterogeneous networking environment. In order to offer this flexibility the decision mechanism has to be separated from the monitoring and switching/routing functionalities of the platform. The decision mechanism acts based on a limited but carefully selected network and traffic parameters stored in the local database. In this way changes of the wireless interfaces or of the APIs permitting the access to these interfaces have no effect on the decision process and the upgrading of the decision process doesn’t require the alteration of the network and flow monitoring processes. Also, the decision mechanism is an event based one, meaning that it reacts to triggers generated by the network and traffic monitoring modules or by dedicated timers. The commands generated by the decision process establishes for each 4 tuple of source & destination IP address and source & destination port which is the operator network to be used and this information is sent to the Connectivity Manager which performs the routing.

F. The Mobility Management Mechanism Design

Depending on the complexity of the decision process, i.e. only VHO or LB operations are performed, and on the coupling between the heterogeneous networks different mobility management mechanisms can be used, like Mobile IP [18], SIP [19] or iproute tool based [20] mechanisms. The proposed mechanism receives from the decision mechanism the list of flows and the wireless networks and takes appropriate actions in order to route each flow on the selected network.

An alternative solution, integrated in the described platform architecture and tested, is represented by the use of Virtual Private Network (VPN) tunnels created between each SMR and the SCG, through all available operators and access networks. This mechanism forwards through these VPN tunnels, based on the decisions taken by the HO & LB Manager Mechanism, the flows detected by the Flow Monitoring Mechanism. These tunnels are created using the OpenVPN software.

To forward data packets to any destination on the Internet, appropriate default route must be inserted into the routing table. Because multiple operators are used at the same time (i.e. different data flows might use separate ISPs) if LB operations are implemented multiple default routes need to be inserted into the routing table, but this requirement is impossible to address. The solution is to create multiple virtual routing tables, one for each available connection, having as default route the route through the tunnel deployed over the corresponding operator network.

The last step is to specify what virtual routing table to be used for each flow that is arriving at the SMR. This can be achieved with the iptables tool available in Linux that can attach a mark to any packet that has a specific set of properties (i.e. source and destination IP address, source and destination port and transport protocol used). The whole process must be performed both on the SMR and the SCG, so that the settings are consistent on both devices.

VI. Architecture and Mechanisms Design Evaluation

This section presents a few experimental tests performed to check the functionality of the developed architecture and the correct functioning of the subsystems and modules of the platform. The tests were performed both in low and high speed conditions and the complexity of the decision algorithms used is a medium one, the goal being the validation of the architecture and not the development and testing of complex decision algorithms. The architecture of the test platform, presented in Figure 11, is in line with the proposed system architecture.

The SMR is represented by a laptop computer running Fedora Core 18 OS. A wireless router (Bus WiFi) attached to the SMR through a Fast Ethernet connection represents the
local WiFi access point of the bus. A GPS receiver, three WiFi and three 3G+ wireless interfaces are connected to the USB ports of the SMR. The SCG and the UCSS run on a server connected to the internet through a Gb Ethernet connection. Another laptop computer connected to the server is used to remotely control the SCG and the UCSS.

The heterogeneous networking environment is represented by three 3G networks and by three WiFi networks. Each of the 3G+ interfaces connects to a separate 3G operator network. One WiFi interfaces (W0) is used only for scanning operations, while the other two WiFi interfaces (W1 and W2) can connect to any of the WiFi networks (see Figure 11).

### A. The Low Speed Test

The low speed test involves only the WiFi networks (802.11g) and can be shortly described as follows:

1. The WiFi Access Points (AP) were installed in two buildings in a university campus and the SMR, installed on a pushcart, was slowly moving in the area covered by the WiFi APs.
2. The W1 and W2 WiFi interfaces used for data transmissions connect to the WiFi APs which generate the strongest signals. The Received Signal Strength (RSS) parameter is obtained by the scanning operation performed by the WiFi interface (W0) dedicated to network scanning.
3. If the normalized Link Quality Indicator (LQI) of any active link goes below an imposed threshold (0.4 in our test) then go to Step 2, and reselect the WiFi networks used.
4. If only vertical handover (VHO) operations are performed all data flows are handed over to the network having the link with the largest LQI.
5. If LB operations are performed the link with the largest LQI is selected as default link and all the new flows are initially routed through this link. Data flows which exceed some imposed rate (64kbps) and duration (30s) thresholds are handed over to the link or links having smaller LQI. In this way the default link will transport the short-lived flows, Web browsing and SMR - UCSS signaling flows, while flows with longer duration are routed on the other link or links.

In Table I the network (AP, RSS, LQI) and traffic (Available Transfer Rate-ATR, Speed Test Rate-STR) parameters measured in 10 test points (TP) by interfaces W1 and W2 when only VHO operations were performed are presented. In test points 1-4 and 9-10 interface W1 connects to AP1, while in test points 5-8 it connects to AP3. Interface W2 connects only to AP2 and since it has in all test points the largest LQI it is selected as VHO target in all points and the speed test traffic goes through it.

A second test involves LB operations as it was previously described. The SMR travels on the same route and passes through (approximately) the same test points. The test points are given in Table II.

### B. The High Speed Test

The high speed test involved only 3G networks and it took place in a hilly area where the 3G coverage is discontinuous for all operators. Figure 12 presents the geographical area where the test took place and also gives the coverage for one of the 3G operator which took part in the experiment. During this test only VHO was operations were performed and the steps taken can be shortly described as follows:

1. Each 3G interface connects to a different network.
2. VHO operations are initiated only if the value of the normalized RSCP (Received Signal Code Power) and/or the EcIo (Energy of CPICH pilot over Interference: CPICH Common Pilot Channel) parameter goes below an imposed threshold (0.4 in our test). This has the effect of reducing the number of handovers and the signaling traffic required.
3. The preferred/target network is selected based on a simple utility function, \( U \), given by:

\[
U = w_{RSCP} \times RSCP_{norm} + w_{EcIo} \times EcIo_{norm}
\]

where \( w_{RSCP} = w_{EcIo} = 1 \). The network which has the largest utility function is selected as the preferred one.

The network and traffic parameters measurement results are presented in Table III. More exactly it is about the normalized RSCP and EcIo parameters of the 3G networks measured in some test points. These points (placed approximately on the coverage map see Figure 12) identify the areas where around 90% of the time one of the operator network was selected as preferred one. For normalization of the network parameters, \( P \), the max-min method was used:

\[
P_{norm} = \frac{P_{max} - P_{min}}{P_{max} - P_{min}}
\]

### Table I. Network and Traffic Parameters Acquired during the Low Speed Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>6/NA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>9.5/8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>8/NA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>6.1/7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>6/NA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>6.0/7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>8/NA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>8.9/9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>5/NA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>9.2/9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5/NA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>10.1/9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>6/NA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>9.0/9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2/NA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>9.1/8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>8/NA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>9.3/8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>6/NA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.1/8.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II. WiFi Links Usage Ratio Obtained in the LB Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TP</th>
<th>W1 [%]</th>
<th>W2 [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The text with bold face identifies in each test point the preferred network used for transmission. Zero value RSCP means that no coverage was detected for a given 3G network. The performed tests show that: monitoring of 3G networks and handling of the context information, handling of the 3G interfaces and switching of flows from one 3G connection to another one according to the commands issued by the decision algorithm are working; the monitoring, decision and mobility management modules are interacting as expected. In conclusion the proposed architecture is fully functional in high mobility management modules are interacting as expected. In conclusion the proposed architecture is fully functional in high mobility conditions as well.

VII. CONCLUSION

The paper proposes an architectural design of a seamless connectivity system for public transportation. The connectivity system has as main characteristics the joint usage of vertical handover and load balancing operations in heterogeneous networks and the open coupling between the networks, which allows fast and cost effective deployment. The proposed system and functional architecture designs are adapted to the mentioned characteristics of the connectivity system. By mapping the subsystems and modules of the functional architecture on the hardware components envisaged to be used the platform architecture of the connectivity system is developed.

The proposed platform architecture offers a modular design capable to integrate easily changes in the algorithms and in the operation mode of the functional modules. In order to fully exploit this modularity and flexibility a dedicated Interoperability Module was designed. This module manages the communication between the software modules of the platform architecture and allows hiding the internal operations of the interacting modules. In this way replacement or upgrading of the existing mechanisms/algorithms can be achieved without being necessary changing the mechanisms which are interacting with the ones being upgraded.

The paper also presents some design and implementation details of the main mechanisms integrated in the platform. The principles of the mechanisms dealing with context information acquisition and handling, implementation of the centralized information system, HO & LB decision respectively with mobility management are discussed.

Tests performed both in low speed and high speed conditions show without any doubts that the developed and implemented architecture is fully functional and that the subsystems and modules are interacting and exchanging data as it is expected. These tests validate also the functional decomposition of the system architecture which is a valid one allowing the correct functioning of the entire system.
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Table III. Network and Traffic Parameters Acquired During the High Speed Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TP</th>
<th>RSCP</th>
<th>EcIo</th>
<th>RSCP</th>
<th>EcIo</th>
<th>RSCP</th>
<th>EcIo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.666</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.666</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>0.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.666</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The high speed test geographical area and 3G network coverage.

Fig. 12. High speed test geographical area and 3G network coverage.
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